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IT IS SUMMERTIME AGAIN!
For us it means that we lay down
our tools for this season and start to
think about what renovations will be
needed this coming Winter.
Last Winter we renovated four of our
rooms which are much appreciated
by our guests. To give you an example,
it is exciting to enter a bathroom
which has a painting from the 18th
century behind a glass panel.

OUR FOREIGN GUESTS
How far is it to Gotland?
It depends where you travel from!
We have many long distance travelers
and we have asked them how they
found Visby and Hotell St. Clemens.
In January a young couple came from
Hong Kong, they had been to Finland
to see the Northern lights, then seen
our Chinese home page and decided
Gotland was not too far away.
In February came an American

couple who had been visiting their
daughter in Oslo, since they were in
Europe they decided to visit historic
Visby as well.

Here we will be serving local
products. The cafe will be open from
the 6th of July to the 17th of August
between 11.00–18.00.

In June we had guests from New
Zealand who had been at a congress
in Stockholm and wanted to see more
of Sweden and chose Gotland.
It’s not uncommon that our guests
has been in Visby before, on a shorter
cruise and decided to come back for
a longer stay. Or that there is a special
intressed, like Bergmans grave, fossils,
fishing or a movie setting that has
been the main reason for the visit.
And then there are those who want
to see the island of their ancestors.
We can help you find relatives still
living on the island, read more:
www.gotlandancestors.com.

ST. CLEMENS RUIN
As usual our guest may experience
the church ruins magical atmosphere
in different ways! There will be yoga,
reading and concerts.
On Tuesday the 5th of August during
the Medieval Week you can spend the
night round an open
fire in the ruin.

WHAT’S HAPPENING AT
THE HOTEL?
This Summer we will open ”Cafe St.
Clemens” in the garden of St. Clemens
ruins.

These events are free
for our hotel guests
and you can find
more information on
the website;
www.clemensruin.se

ABOUT US
We like to travel ourselves to other countries. Bjerne and Annabritta likes to travel to
Argentina for tango and wines , Marina likes to travel round Sweden in her caravan, Lena
visits her sister in Istanbul, Susann enjoys the beaches of the Caribbean, Elcira to goes her
hometown in Chile , Åsa rides her motorcycle in Vietnam , Menette and Carl travel to
Italy or Japan for great food!
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There are beaches for those who like peace
and quiet and for those who want be among
others.
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OUR ENVIRO

SPECIAL OFFER

NMENT

We are Svanen and KRAV certified (Nordic
environmental certification) and known for
our environmental work. Most noticed is
that we clean without using chemicals, just
water and environmental cloths and this
is also good for our staff. We promise, our
rooms are clean!

Hotell S:t Clemens, Smedjegatan 3, 621 55 VISBY

From September 1st we offer
up to 30 % discount for the
weekends.
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+46 (0)498 21 90 00
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www.clemenshotell.se

